
Week 1 Virtual Camp Sampler 
(Ages 3-4)

Monday
Memory Matching Game: Cut out the pictures below. Flip each over so the picture is facing down and mix 
them up. See if you can pair the matching animals together as you flip over each card one at a time. 



Tuesday
nature’s nursery: Nature’s Nursery Center for Wildlife Rehabilitation and Conservation Education pro-
vides medical care to injured, orphaned or ailing wild animals and teaches children and adults about co-
exiting with Northwest Ohio wildlife. Check out this video to learn more.

URL: https://youtu.be/YUI4CC2pPXo

Wednesday  
duck Craft
Materials: Halved Paper Plate, Green and Brown Markers, Glue Stick, Scissors, construction paper (green, 
orange, and yellow), Googly Eye (optional), Craft Feather (optional)

Directions: Color Your Plate. Use your green marker to color the smooth center of your plate. Use your 
brown marker to color the ridged, outer edge of your plate. 

Cut out your feet, beak, and head. Use the orange construction paper to cut out two feet, use the yellow 
construction paper to cut out your beak, and use the green paper to cut out your head. 

Attach the pieces: Using your glue stick. Glue your beak and googly eye to the head. Glue the two feet and 
head to the back of the plate like in the photo below. Make sure the googly eye is facing the same way as 
the colorful side of your plate. 

Flip your plate back over and glue your feathers to the center of your plate. You are all done, enjoy your 
feathered friend.



Thursday 
nature Journal: Have an adult help you find some fallen 
leaves or other nature items that are safe to touch. Try to 
choose items with texture. Arrange the items on a piece 
of paper so they look like animals. Place another piece 
of light colored paper on top. Peel the paper off a crayon 
and hold the crayon sideways/flat against the paper and 
rub the area where the leaf is underneath.

Friday
Move like an animal: Try out these three playful ways to move like an animal.

Duck waddle: Squat down on the floor, bend your arms and tuck your hands against your body to make 
wings. 

Snake Slither: Lie on your stomach and try to move your body forward keeping your body to the floor as 
much as possible. 

Zig Zag Run: Find an open space to safely run a zig zag pattern in. Did you know fox squirrels move like this to 
try and confuse predators?


